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FOREWORD
As

the last year of the second reference period RP2
(2015-2019), 2019 signifies the finishing line
allowing all the European Countries and the Functional
Airspace Blocks to outline conclusions and to count the
results of their collective efforts.
In 2019, compared to 2015, the BLUE MED FAB registered
a significant increase in traffic (+18.63%) with an additional
record number of flights scoring 433.526 of positive
difference. Since the first year of RP1, the increase percentage
in controlled flights has been in total 30,35%.
Moreover, the share of flights departing “on time” in the BLUE
MED FAB area in 2019 was 96.87%, rising up to 99.21%
when we take into account the flights departed or landed
within the 15 minutes window after the estimated off- block
time.
The Free Route Airspace is a reality into the BLUE MED
Airspace since the 8th of December 2016, providing during
2019 over 8.2 million NM reduction, when compared to the
previous planning utilizing the Network; 59 million liters of
fuel saved, corresponding to a significant economic benefit
for the AUs, as well as the benefit for the environment
evidenced by almost 200 million liters less of CO2 emissions.
The Free Route project is still in progress for Greece and
Cyprus, aiming to produce additional benefits in the areas of
“cost efficiency” and “environment” in the forthcoming years.
The 4th BLUE MED FAB Airspace Users Meeting, held at
the ENAV Roma Fiumicino premises on the 9th of April
2019 with the participation of the airlines generating the
greatest traffic volume in our FAB, resulted in valuable
inputs and suggestions relating both to recent events and
to new potential improvements in the network and in the
airspace design. On the 10th of April 2019, the 10th BLUE
MED Social Dialogue meeting took place, aimed to enhance
social dialogue at BLUE MED FAB level in order to ensure
proper consultation and involvement of International Trade
Unions and Professional Staff Associations into BLUE MED
FAB’s activities.

Throughout the year, discussions for enlarged cooperation
with BLUE MED FAB neighboring countries continued. In July
2019, the Governing Board Members welcomed the intentions
of the Republic of North Macedonia to be an active partner
in the BLUE MED FAB activities and proposed a Cooperation
Agreement to be signed by all parties.
The BLUE MED FAB confirmed its active participation in all
the Inter FAB activities performed during 2019 urging further
coordination, communication and sharing information and
best practices to be used in the future among all FAB Members
in order to improve the performance of the Network.
Finally, nowadays and under the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic we, in the BLUE MED FAB, believe that a collective
effort is needed to the maximum extent possible by ANSPs,
airlines and regulators to ensure that passengers across
Europe continue to travel in a safe and efficient way.
We stay safe, we are working together, and we look to the
future with optimism.

Despoina Papandreou
Head of ANSP Management & Development Division
BLUE MED FAB ANSPC Chairperson
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
2019 - ANOTHER RECORD YEAR

T

he BLUE MED FAB, a reality that has been working for
a long time, has brought together a group of four quite
geographically and culturally homogeneous ANSPs/States.
The results, when it comes to common targets to be achieved,
are felt as a less heavy “burden” when the vision of the finish
line is a more or less similar perspective among the various
realities.
Working together, however, does not only mean having
common targets to be achieved, perhaps deriving from EU
Regulations or other regulatory bodies: we are Air Navigation
Service Providers and our mission is to keep the sky safe while
meeting customers’ needs and stakeholders’ expectations.
Our Core Business is linked to the objective of “facilitating”
and “optimizing” the flight of aircraft affecting the BLUE MED
FAB Airspace.
A few words to describe BLUE MED Airspace:
•

Certainly, beautiful and attractive beaches and the sea of
BLUE MED Countries are some of the main enablers for
the AUs’ Summer Season route planning.

•

In the Winter Season, our mild climate normally prevents
delays at our airports during AUs’ daily operations.

•

Constant cooperation among the FAB’s Member States
aims to face and solve the issues that exists in some
areas located on the external borders of the common
Airspace, in so optimizing the flight operations of the
AUs.

•

Such cooperation is even more valuable in that the
four Countries, so similar for their common position in
the Mediterranean Area, show different peculiarities as
regards their sizing.

“overloads” both in the operating configurations of the ACCs
and in the operational rooms at aerodromes, was addressed
for the greater benefit of ATCOs as well as ground staff at
airports.
Roadmaps were dedicated to the implementation of
operational and technological concepts related to the world
of ATC technology which is an increasingly active part in an
ANSP, for an increasingly close cooperation both in terms
of strategic planning and of tactical management aimed at
addressing the sensitive traffic increase (higher than STATFOR
forecasts) as well as the volatility of the flows often due not
only to geopolitical events but also to factors closer to our
world such as trade union actions or weather phenomena
that have little to do with seasonal cycles.
Important milestones linked to the strategic vision of the
BLUE MED FAB were achieved in 2019: the implementation
of Free Route Operations well in advance of the date foreseen
in the Commission Implementing Reg. 716/2014; the
progress in terms of optimization of the trajectories’ planning
on the main traffic routes within the Area of responsibility
of the Airspace of the BLUE MED FAB Member States; the
introduction and greater optimization of flight procedures in
the Terminal Areas thanks to GNSS navigation, which is more
effective and less subject to terrain orography.
In the following pages the reader will be able to find, in
addition to the detailed description of a precise quantitative
evaluation of the results achieved both in terms of KPI and
numerical enhancement in terms of Totals, also specific
sections dedicated to the shared guidelines and to the
strategy that led to the results achieved. Moreover, the
document includes the objectives foreseen in the various
roadmaps planned by the Member States which will certainly
be achieved in the years to come.
Ad maiora.

A policy aimed at introducing Operational Scenarios to
optimize AUs planning and avoid traffic peaks and even
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OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
& ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCES
TRAFFIC PERFORMANCES

2

019 is the last year of the second reference period (RP2,
that started its run in 2015), of the Union wide performance
targets for the EC Single Sky Committee, endorsed by the
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 390/2013 and
the following Commission Implementing Decision 132/2014.
Both two EU Implementing laws have issued a Performance
Scheme where dedicated targets to four main Key
Performance Areas where set (Safety, Environment, Capacity
and Cost Efficiency).
The scheme, binding for the approval into the Performance
Plan of EU member States and FABs, thus providing benefits
to the pan-European dimension of the network; and now
when it is crossing the finishing line, it is time to start
drawing conclusions and counting the results (undoubtedly
better than expected) that have been registered starting from
2012, the first year of RP1, and then passing through 2015,
the first year of the RP2, during which ANSP performances
started to be measured.
BLUE MED has handled, also for 2019, the increase of traffic
which affected almost all the FABs of the ECAC Area in
roughly equal quantities everywhere, as occurring during
these last years. ANSPs of BLUE MED FAB have managed the
incremental traffic without any particular issues, except made
for some ATFM Regulations to protect mainly the aerodromes
located on the islands where, especially during the Summer
Season, there are some capacity constraint related to the
availability of parking areas and stands which have determine
some bottle necks which will be solve in the next years
according the local and/or national airport’s infrastructure
development plans. All this being said:
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•

the ANSPs have been continued to update and enhance
their Airspace structures, systems and Network
availability as into their Roadmap, with just a minimal
increase in ATFM delays that have been counted during
the entire year 2019.

•

the high level of Safety and Operational Performances
have been maintained for the 2019 as for the previous
years, detailed into the next pages, taking care the full
stakeholder’s satisfaction.

www.bluemed.aero

•

the high level of Punctuality & Predictability performance
has been maintained as for the previous years, giving to
the AUs as to the passengers to reach the destination
on time.

•

specific operational efficiencies, evinced during
periodical planned customer “one-to-one” meeting with
our stakeholders, have implemented with the aim to offer
to AUs the opportunity of planning optimal trajectories
for their flights in the BLUE MED airspace.

In 2019, compared to 2015 that is the first year of the RP2,
the BLUE MED FAB registered a significant increase in traffic
(+18.63%) with an additional record number of flights scoring
433.526 of difference. For this last year also, the traffic grew
faster than the STATFOR baseline forecast.
Since the first year of RP1, the increase percentage in
controlled flights is 30,35% and comparing with 2018, the
ATCOs of the BLUE MED Member States managed an increase
percentage of flights equal to 1,82% in safety and timeliness.
In 2019 almost 50.000 more flights were managed in
comparison to 2018 within BLUE MED FAB Airspace, a value
exceeding the most optimistic STATFOR forecast scenario.
This highlights a further increase in traffic following the
8% growth of 2018. The above-mentioned traffic growth
accommodates the AUs’ over demand and highlights the
“attractiveness” of the BLUE MED FAB airspace.
The values and the percentages identified above represents
the results of all implementation actions aiming to the AUs,
to give them the option to plan more optimally than ever
the trajectories of their flights. These actions have allowed
AUs to capitalize benefits both for themselves and for the
environment as well, due to lower fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions, maintaining the highest standard in terms of
Safety as well as Efficient planning activity, thanks to a strict
cooperation among BLUE MED FAB States, ANSPs and their
neighbors, having at the meantime a constant coordination
and support by the Network Manager.
In light of and in continuity with the aforementioned RP2
strategy, during 2019 the Commission Implementing Decision
903/2019 was published, where are listed the main lines

DELAY: LEARNING BY DOING
In airline budgets, the “bill of traffic delay” must be considered
both for the ground phase and the in-flight phase. It’s the
delays that is counted due to congestion at airport level as
well as during the En-Route flight phase, a phenomenon due
to not only possible adverse weather conditions or Airspace
restriction due to Military Areas or more due to WIP on the
Aerodrome or limitation for some Terminal Procedures.

about the performance targets for the RP3 (2020-2024)
referred to the 4 KPAs. During the first half of 2020, after the
coordination at the SSC (Single Sky Committee) level, targets
will be established at the level of FAB and individual States.

“Airports are the bottleneck of the system”; it happens more
and more frequently mainly because the traffic is gathering
in conjunction with some daily crucial “confluences” or in
certain “segments” of the day.
“The congestion of air transport is not only in the air, but mainly
on the ground”; we frequently read into some news that wants
to analyze and find the fault of hours spent into the airport
waiting for an improvement of the delay of our flight.
The “phenomenon of delays” is something we would say is
unfortunately almost endemic during the period of greatest
traffic congestion, in some unlucky days, especially before or
after the holiday periods.

**Values in Thousand

Source: PRISME Portal - AUA dimension

Another significant highlight is the increase of the airport’s
movements and the number of passengers that have been
registered by the BLUE MED FAB States.
The attractiveness of the tourist offers, proposed by BLUE MED
States to the traveler operators with domestic destinations
acceptable both for business and for tourism, positively
react as consequence of the political situation that involves,
year by year, the North Africans and Middle East countries,
where internal critical political and social situations induced
passengers to change their option for travelling and to
choose holiday destination in Greece as in Italy or Malta or
Cyprus as well.
This is the aim, as already specified in past reports, of this
“Flight Efficiency Plan – Annual Report”; to collect all the
Operational Efficiency Benefit introduced during the current
year 2019, as in the guidelines required at European level,
and quantify the environmental benefits that have been
summed in the form of reduction in both fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions, as well as in terms of punctuality and
predictability.

“Accelerating and maintaining an orderly and expedited traffic
flow” is one of the 5 cornerstones of the Air Traffic Control
Service, reported in each ATC Manual. But that does not make
much sense if the aircraft has to wait in holding because the
arrival sequence is at its maximum capacity or they must wait
on the ground waiting for parking because the assigned slot
is not yet available or the handler is not on position because
he is still assisting another flight!

VOLATILITY
“Volatility is no longer just a local phenomenon, as affects
the entire ECAC area of the transport system”. It’s paramount
to understand the complexity and the many dimensions
that make up the challenge much better; and to study the
phenomenon, we must start by looking more inside, into the
minimalisms, the anomaly analyzing in detail the single days
or at peak periods than at the average.
With the prospect that traffic will grow from the current over
10 million of flight this year to the expected over 18 million
in 2035, the need to search and find structural solutions to
reduce delays by intervening both on the architecture of the
Airspace and on the optimization and even the cancellation
of the Network is paramount.
“When the first departures are delayed, the whole day is twisted
up!”. We are all happy when a flight arrives and leaves on
time. The delays or the trajectory changed due to overloaded
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areas along the route or even worse the cancellations of the
flights are a beating not only for us, poor passengers, forced
to spend hours in an airport confined to uncomfortable seats
or strolling through the shops and restaurants of the terminal,
but also for the AOs that perceive on fire thousands of euro.
And we also understand how the “traffic sickness” is not the
same for everyone; even if the infuriated passengers usually
take it with the AOs whose name is printed on the fuselage
of the jet, the faults are not always the fault of the carrier!
Volatility of traffic is a situation that happens substantially
because the resources that the ANSPs plan with the aim to
reduce the impact of the high-level traffic flows forecast
prediction will not be adequate to the operation situation
that will be at the real time. Continuous sudden shortterm variation in the AUs’ daily planning due to airspace
congestions or industrial actions or weather phenomenon
make impossible to allow just a little change into the forecast
demand of traffic entering airports or airspace sectors near to
full capacity level.
The “volatility of traffic flows” is the worst situation that
nowadays, when AUs seek every solution to try to avoid the
so-called “delay chains” or “congestion areas”, it can affect the
stability and confidence of the aeronautical world that during
the last decades has been guaranteed. Our usual operating
environment has become unstable, especially with ever more
unexpected changes in traffic flows.
In additional, either if Volatility is a phenomenon that affect
the ANSPs at every part of Europe, the solution is not one only
and it is not the same for all.
Some ANSPs will be interested because of their ATC Sectors
are affected by congestion, for example, and as consequence
traffic flows will move to other directions where there is spare
capacity; at the meantime, there the amount of unexpected
demand won’t be completely handled. And it is a consideration
not secondary that level of safety in live operations needs to
be maintained while traffic increases exponentially.
Unpredictable additional traffic, or loss of traffic due to
unexpected contingency situation for some other ANSP, is
something that should be considered just like a single event.
If the situation starts to become repetitive or even worse
randomly “normal”, it’ s not acceptable for nobody, ANSPs and
AUs as well.
It is true for AUs also, which often are not able to respond
to the unplannable contingencies situations because, for
example, both the aircraft and the crews are exploited to the
maximum and so sometimes there is no reserve aircraft at
the airport; and it can happen that if an aircraft stops in a few
hours, the whole network goes haywire.
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A new vision, a new management needs to be planned
with the aim to optimize, and also try to contrast the new
phenomenon that is manifesting itself more and more and
that is affecting the traffic flows, impacting the growing
delays, as consequence that the world around us is changing.

PREDICTABILITY & PUNCTUALITY
For some years now, mainly to deal the escalation of the
situations described above that are occurring the European
Aeronautical scenario, the European Authorities have
shaped some Key Performance Monitoring Areas, assigning
performance indicators and associated targets with incentive
parameters (in some cases also assigning economic benefits
to the achievement of the target), aimed at optimizing
planning profiles, reducing the volatility of traffic flows and,
above all, reducing delays, both for the benefit of users and
to avoid aggravations economic for the AUs and also for the
ANSPs.
“Predictability” is becoming one of the keys both for the
Capacity and the Delay monitoring during the periods of
airspace saturation or when the ATC sectors are very close to
be at their maximum capacity and even small variations lead
to overloads. These situations require any corrective measures
even to the cancellation of the flight or the assignation of an
indeterminate delay into the system!
Some traffic forecasts are largely inaccurate and planned
capacity levels did not meet the required capacity to cope
with this phenomenon. They will go into distress due to
volatility, still causing delays in rush traffic hours, without
considering cases when technical failures happen or bad
weather or holidays begin, when it is not possible to have
always a dedicated contingency plan to put in operations.
Supported by the Network Manager that analyzes the traffic
flows at a high level (gate-to-gate) and cares the FABs as
individual ANSPs, the necessity to avoid situations of sectors
overloading have focused to the implementation of multiple
ATFCM Scenarios such as alternative and not congested
routings that “targeting” the traffic flows with measures
such as alternative routes and management capable of
distributing traffic horizontally and vertically to the whole of
the individual control units, cancelling at the meantime the
possibility to suffer the “volatility of traffic flows”.
And this without that the single AOs being in any way
penalized and not being able to fly individually planned
routes and, particularly, to avoid any “own interpretation”
about “alternative routing”!
In concrete terms, concluding, all these measures are aimed
at optimizing traffic flows within a defined plan and to avoid

additional costs to all the entire the “System”, caused by a
non-synchronized and not coordinated strategies!

And in any case the share of flights departing “on time” in the
BLUE MED FAB area in 2019 was 96.87%!

“Punctuality” is not always under responsibility of the AOs;
it is also the responsibility of those involved in air traffic
foreseen as an entire “division”.

Another fantastic result for the BLUE MED FAB, if we consider
that the value reaches the percentage of 99.21% when we
consider the flights that either if were captured by one or
more ATFM Regulation, departed or landed into the 15
minutes prior or after their schedule versus the others, the
ones that had assigned an ATFM Delay more than 15 minutes
each, that stopped at 0.79% per flights!

Knowing in real time all the flights arriving and departing
from an airport and the relative timetables, it can be very
useful to know the delays and cancellations. It is also useful
to know the arrival of a previous flight of the same company
as it will be the same to continue for a new run, so if it was
late on the first leg we are almost sure that it will be late for
the next flight.
To be more precise, in recent times the delays in the first
departures have increased to an elastic one, and above all
the wave-effect has widened, which on average, for every
minute of delay at the origin, was lost half “into the chain”.
Incalculable losses for travelers, business or vacationers, all
victims of the increase in air traffic delays!

Synchronism is a priority fraction but to maintain or even
improve this positive value for optimal Punctuality is
management! This priority is particularly influenced by the
large number of aircraft growing ... + 1.82% compared to
2018 .... we can truly say that the term Delay is a word not
widely used among the BLUE MED ANSPs!

Continuing this analysis, in the BLUE MED FAB Area of
Responsibility, voted in itself to the typicality of summer
vacation flights when the airports of the member countries
of BLUE MED will be a little “more empty business but
much fuller of tourists”, the Punctuality goes down in long
flights and almost always collapses in the summer months,
especially in July and August, when holiday traffic explodes
while all those traveling for work still turn.
Charters increase, and therefore confusion increases; and
inside the general phenomenon, there are the ups and downs,
the new problems in the sky that add up to the old vices on
the ground, all destined to accentuate and show themselves
at the highest level, as increasingly in airports the presence
of the personnel in charge, from the check-in counters to the
handling staff as well as to the assistance staff and even to
the cleaning companies, does not follow the flow of traffic at
all, but is reduced due to holidays.
In order to complete the picture of the current situation, it is
necessary to observe the results that have been accounted
for in the KPI Punctuality area in the Responsibility Area of
BLUE MED FAB.
From a first glance (see the figure below) the results achieved
are in line with previous years!
To be precise, the numbers say that Punctuality has worsened
compared to 2018; but it is always to be considered that in
the airspace of the BLUE MED FAB there were about 50,000
more flights than in 2018!

Source: Network Manager - Performance Review Unit (PRU)

Another useful mean from the same source is the rating/
evaluation of a flight’s Punctuality over a determined period
of time. This is a very important information because it gives
us the probability of incurring delays, for example it could be
that the airport service is inefficient and generate slowdowns.
It could be the normality of a day in July or August in one
of the airports of a Mediterranean island or a tourist resort:
a number far above the average of flights that involve an
airport that does not have sufficient parking spaces for the
aircraft or check-in counters calibrated for the number of
average passengers interested in the airport during all other
periods of the year, or personnel who must provide airport
assistance to passengers. In such situations, the Punctuality
of airport movements is something that would be better not
to consider in the statistics of the post analysis of the period!
Everyone expects long and endless queues and waits, and
everyone can plan their trip to the airport in the best way,
whether he is leaving or has to take back a friend, a relative
or a customer just landed.
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ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCES
REASONS TO BELIEVE

A

t the end of the day, what matters are the numbers, which
condense, formalize and evaluate the effort in terms of
resources and implementations that serve the AUs to plan the
best options for their flight paths.
The ANSPs that are part of the BLUE MED FAB since years
now, starting from the Feasibility Phase, continue, with their
action aimed at harmonizing the effort, to optimize both the
Route and the Terminal Network, the airspace availability, the
creation of ATFCM Scenarios that they will be used by both
the Network Manager and the AUs to reduce delays and direct
traffic planning through ATC sectors not in overload, and so
on.

Total Distance Saving Entering BM_FRA in 2019

The percentages of increase in earnings per flight, equal
to about 5,12% in terms of NM per flight earned, do not
demonstrate in the entire that the AUs use the BLUE MED
FRA airspace to optimize their trajectory even outside.
Flight Efficiency Gain per Flight Intra BLUE MED FAB in 2019

The implementations that have already been put in place, such
as the Free Route, continue giving positive results, increasing
year by year thanks also to the big amount of aircraft affecting
the airspace of the member states of BLUE MED FAB.
The Free Route Airspace is already a reality into the BLUE MED
Airspace since its first implementation step, on 8th December
2016. The Network above 9.000 meters is cancelled in both
the Italian and Maltese airspaces H24 for overflights, arrival
and departing traffic.
Pilots can fly freely between a defined entry and exit point
without following the original fixed ATS and flight trajectories
focus on the best choice of a routing in a Network environment
before and after the FRA, which in itself allows to enter and
to exit without restrictions except in respect of the FRA
relevance of the Navigation Points.
The results in terms of flight efficiency obtained in these
years are nothing more than confirmation of the added value
brought by the Free Route to the air traffic system in its
entirety.
The following tables show the results obtained in 2019
into the BLUE MED FRA; but it should also be noted that, if
compared to 2018, the added value for the AUs was even more
than what was expected, perhaps looking at the forecasts.
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Moreover, the figures of the benefits obtained by the AUs
thanks to the FRA are evident. Over 8.2 million NM reduced
during 2019 when compared with the previous planning
using the Network, not considering the number of aircraft
that planned within the BLUE MED FAB airspace changing
their previous planned trajectories, support and justify the
efforts put in place by BLUE MED ANSPs and encourage to
increase the roadmap planned for future improvements.
As a consequence of the planned NMs reduction, the benefits
for the environment are correspondingly evident: over 59
million liters of fuel saved correspond to a significant economic
benefit for the AUs as well the benefit for the environment
evidenced by almost 200 million CO2 not released into the
atmosphere thanks to the shorter distances flown.
As mentioned above, the effort implemented by the ANSPs to
improve the planning of the AUs also takes into account the

optimization of the remaining part of the Network below the
FRA both EnRoute and Terminal, in the Italian and Maltese
airspace, as well as the Network in its entirety for the Cypriot
and Greek airspace.
PBN Procedure are the most important segment implemented
into the Terminal Airspace.
As for the Free Route Airspace, that is the most important
implementation project for the EnRoute Airspace, the
PBNs procedures and routes are able to offer a number
of operational benefits to the AUs, including increased
Operational Efficiency for the flight trajectory, enhanced
Safety in operation, Reduced Carbon footprint and CO2
Emission and, but not as last, Cost reduction.
The ability to have aircraft that can fly a precise lateral and
vertical flight path has tangible benefits both for AUs as for
ANSPs linked with the linked ATCOs productivity.
These benefits, with the corresponding reduction in aircraft
CO2 emissions and concentration of aircraft noise, will be
balanced with the effort needed to the airspace redesign
operations.
The following tables show the effort as numerical and
summarized point of view; having the possibility to analyze
in detail in post analysis, not as a simple summary, the big
amount of improvements implemented, the picture
of the situation will be even clearer for everyone
regarding the efforts put in place month by month to
meet the requirements of the AUs.

To accomplish this task, one of the first action continue being
the necessity to align the Planned Trajectory in correspondence
of the Actual one as well the Great circle distance, taking
advantage from the constant implementations introduced to
the Airspace Sectorization and the Network structure of the

FAB, as happens in the previous years with the introduction
of direct route segments that connect directly trajectories
in an airspace where the network still exists with FRA, thus
we can increasingly reduce the gap between the planned
trajectory and the GCD trajectory and also for the Terminal
route segments and the Network and Airspace availability,
with the optimization of each flight profile.
The previous figure evidences the flight efficiency benefits
analyzed both as percentage reduction and in terms of total
benefits totalized by the AUs when associate their Flights with
the Network implementations; the economic added values
demonstrate the amount of effort that all the 4 Member State
annually assign the this mission.
Looking at the figure below instead, observing the values
and having the opportunity to relate the amount of benefits
realized comparing the additional AVG NM Planned vs GCD
per flight intra FAB counted in 2019 vs 2018, the percentual
reduction of the two values is -6.26% that confirm the
productive listed actions accomplished during 2019.
The other positive value is in the figure on the right: the
increase of +15.89% totalized by the FRA Occupancy intra
FAB in 2019 corresponds to a reduction of -13.91% of that
difference between ACT vs GCD Trajectory in 2019 vs 2018!
Comparison AVG Distance per Flight Intra BLUE MED FAB (distance in NM)

		
As repeatedly
demonstrated and clearly
known, this new vision
allows an optimization
of the flight in terms of
routing distance and
consequent
reduction
of
fuel
and
CO2
emissions; furthermore,
by optimizing the profile
of the flight itself, within
the FRA, the ATCO
Productivity is increased
both considering the
ATCO awareness and the Predictability, determining the
possibility of being able to manage a greater number of
flights safely and without additional stress for the ATCO.
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The following two boxes are intended to be “information
pills” to our stakeholders aimed at announcing two major
“implementations” already scheduled in the 2020 Network
Manager program and which will get their realization in the
first quarter of 2020.
Normally the future implementations are listed in the “NEXT
STEPs” section that follows, but given the importance and
the great impact that both will have towards the planning,
especially the new AUs planning for the next SUMMER
Season 2020, then we thought it appropriate to highlight here
following to give the right emphasis.

W H AT ’ S

IMMEDIATE NEW

IN 2020:
ONGOING

ACTIVI TIES!

HELLAS FRA
Hellenic ANSP has decided to make one more crucial step
forward in line with the roadmap described into the BLUE MED
Free Route Implementation Plan.
On January 30th, 2020 Greek Airspace will have its Free Route
Area!

Obviously, all the implementations already instituted (as
the successful DCTs available during daytime 04:00_21:00
UTC and Short Track Program) will be kept active both for
the EnRoute Section and for the Terminal and Aerodromes
Sections too.
It will be a great expectation, this change!

Inside it aircraft will be able to fly planning just an Entry Point
and an Exit Point without any other constrains or routing; for
this first phase, the FRA will be available just during night-time
(2100 – 0400 UTC) and above FL_335 (above 11.000 ft).
Future improvements will follow the roadmap as into the
program.

New fight planning options will be available to AUs offering
additional benefit, mileage and fuel savings and reduction in
CO2 emissions.
Given that DCTs implemented for the previous Free Route
implementation Programme have approximately offered
an annual saving of 7.000 tons of fuel, the Flight Efficiency
Benefits expectation will be an equal potential saving of
additional 7.000 tons of fuel or equivalent 3.9 million euros
benefit just for the night time.
“Our Airspace will be used more efficiently, maximizing
available capacity”; words coming from the Greek ANSP
Management Board!
The other expectation from this phase will be that ATCOs will
be familiarized with FRA environment and their feedbacks
will be part of the corrective and mitigation actions aimed
at the next steps of implementation of the Program that will
have the finish line at the H24 gradual implementation.
See you soon …
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CYPRIOT new Network - NICFRA
A complex and coordinated change between 3 ANSPs, also with
the support of the Network Manager, what will take place in the
Cypriot Airspace next March 26, 2020!
A Project that started to be planned in early February 2018; the
main topic was the re-design of the Middle East Airspace, located
at the convergence of the East Side of the Mediterranean Sea
in front of Israel and Egypt, in order to increase capacity whilst
maintaining or improving current safety levels.
In order to adapt to the changes effected within Tel Aviv FIR, the
Department of Civil Aviation of Cyprus (DCAC), was invited by
Eurocontrol to participate in a project with the aim to re-design
the Route Network in Nicosia FIR airspace.
The new project for Cypriot Network was set up on the creation
of new DCT routes and unidirectional RNAV 5 airways, which
would facilitate mainly the traffic inbound and outbound the
Region.

The new airspace Network, within Nicosia and Tel Aviv
with Athinai FIRs, resulted in an agreed Document sent
to ICAO by Eurocontrol on behalf of the three States,
on the 4th of December 2019.
Cyprus and Israel participated in a common Real
Time Simulation (RTS), carried out in the Eurocontrol
Experimental Centre in Bretigny (Paris) during two
weeks in December 2019, in order to test how the new
Route structure was able to be compliant to the needs
both of the AUs and the Traffic that was allocated
and at the meantime which were the feedbacks on
workload and complexity themes coming from the
ATCOs of both ANSPs that were involved into the RTS.
Obviously, a Safety assessment was carried out and all
staff are currently undergoing proper training both on
the RTS in Bretigny (Paris) and in Cyprus.

And obviously the new ATS Route Network necessitated the
creation of new boundary points and the modification of traffic
flows to/from ATHINAI FIR.
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FUTURE PLANS (2020-2022)
DCAC - CYPRUS ANSP
Free Route Project

Phase 3A: 2020
New NICFRA Network Implementation Programme to be accomplished with AIRAC 2004 and Available H24
Phase 4: 2022
Full FRA implementation - above FL195 – Available H24

Short Track Routings

To be integrated and completed according to the NICFRA Network Implementation Programme by 2020 and
in close cooperation with Greece and the new HELLAS FRA Implementation Programme .

On-going Projects

Implementation Programme for RNP Approach at LCLK and LCPH be completed according to
the NICFRA Network Implementation Programme by 2020.

HANSP - GREECE ANSP
Free Route Project

Phase 4A – January 2020 - Implementation of Night FRA (2100 – 0400 UTC) - FL355 – FL460
Phase 4B – 2022		
Gradual implementation of FRA, H24 FL335 - FL460

Short Track Routings

More Short Track Routings are under consideration, connecting City Pairs among airports into BLUE MED FAB
airspace and nearby countries, in close cooperation with Cyprus and the new NICFRA Network implementation Programme.

On-going Projects

Introduction of RNP Approaches at LGMT, LGKO, LGTS (H2020 – implementation Programme)
FRA classroom training will be delivered to ATC personnel, winter 2019/20

ENAV - ITALY ANSP
On-going Projects

Implementation of PMS in LIME
Full implementation of ERATO Tool (En Route Air Traffic Organizer) by 2020
Implementation of the new 4-FLIGHT platform and COFLIGHT software
Implementations or improvements of RNAV1 SIDs/STARs procedure for multiple Italian Airports
New implementations of RNAV1 – TROMBONEs in LIMC - LIPZ – LICJ – LIRN – LIMF within 2020
E-AMAN new implementation in Roma TMA (LIRF and LIRA) and Milano TMA (LIMC-LIML-LIME) 2020
ACDM: OPS release in LIME Aerodrome by 2020
Continuous Training on Flight Efficiency, Performances and every topic relevant to the “best use of airspace”

MATS - MALTA ANSP
On-going Projects

INTRAC Phase II: A project which consists of the implementation of RNAV1 SIDs and STARs in a re-defined TMA 			
with the intention of meeting CCO / CDO objectives as much as possible.
The planned implementation date for this project was 2020, however delays are expected due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
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APPENDIX
BLUE MED TRAFFIC & PUNCTUALITY
Annual Traffic & EnRoute ATFM Delay - 2012_2019
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CYPRUS
Annual Traffic & EnRoute ATFM Delay - 2012_2019
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ITALY
Annual Traffic & EnRoute ATFM Delay - 2012_2019
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FEP METHODOLOGY
T

he Flight Efficiency Plan builds on the solid foundations of the ongoing work among European Air Navigation Service
Providers (ANSP) and Airports to improve European Airspace Design and Network Management which is also in line with
the common objectives of the Single European Sky.
The FEP plan is based on two Main Areas and five Action Points.

The two Main Areas are:
Improving design on both En Route and Terminal Areas (improve existing network)
Improving Airspace and Airport utilization (improve utilization of the existing network)

The five Action Points are:
Improve European Route Airspace design through annual improvements of European ATS Route Network, with priority to:
Implementation of a coherent package of annual improvements and of shorter Routes;
Improving efficiency for the most penalized City Pairs;
Implementation of additional Conditional Routes for main traffic flows;
Supporting initial implementation of Free Route Airspace.
Improving Airspace utilization and Route Network Availability through:
Actively support and involve aircraft operators and the computer Flight Plan Service providers in Flight Plan quality
improvements;
Gradually applying Route Availability Restrictions only where and when required;
Improving the utilization of Civil/Military Airspace structures.
Efficient TMA design and utilisation through:
Implementing Advanced Navigation Capabilities (PBN etc.);
Implementing Continuous Descent Approaches (CDAs);
Improving arrival/departure Routes, optimized departure profiles, etc.
Optimising Airport operations through:
Implementation of Airport Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM);
(Reduce taxi times using Collaborative Pre-Departure sequencing and variable taxi times).
Performance awareness through:
Flight Efficiency dissemination among ANSPs and AUs personnel.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ACC

Area Control Center

ACDM

Airport Collaborative Decision Making

AIRAC

Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

ANSPC

Air Navigation Service Providers Committee

AO

Aircraft Operator

ATCO

Air Traffic Controller Officer

ATFM

Air Traffic Flow Management

ATFCM

Air Traffic Flow Capacity Management

ATM

Air Traffic Management

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATS

Air Traffic Service

AU

Airspace User

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

DCT

Direct Segment

DDR2

Demand Data Repository 2

E-AMAN

Extended – Advanced Arrival Management

ECAC

European Civil Aviation Conference

EU

European Union

FAB

Functional Airspace Block

FEP

Flight Efficiency Plan

FIR

Flight Information Region

FPL

Flight Plan

FRA

Free Route Airspace

GCD

Great Circle Distance

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

HFE

Horizontal Flight Efficiency

KEA

Key performance Environment indicator
based on Actual trajectory

EC-NM

Network Manager

NM

Nautical Mile

PBN

Performance Based Navigation

PRU

Performance Review Unit

RAD

Route Availability Document

RNP

Required Navigation Performance

RNAV

aRea NAVigation

RP 1–2–3

Reference Period (1-2-3)

SES

Single European Sky

SID

Standard Instrumental Departure

STAR

Standard Arrival Route

TMA

Terminal Maneuvering Area

UTC

Universal Time Coordinated
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17.9%
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POINTS OF CONTACT

BLUE MED FAB

Administrative Secretariat
+ 39 06 8166 4572
gioia.magliozzi@enav.it
Department of Civil Aviation of Cyprus (DCAC)
Andreas Xenophontos
+357 22 305088
a.xenophon@cablenet.com.cy
Cyprus

Hellenic Civil Aviation Authority (HCAA)
Harry Panorios
+30 210 997 2604
hansp.fep@hcaa.gr
Greece

ENAV S.p.A. (ENAV)

Giuseppe Romano
+39 06 8166 2131
giuseppe.romano@enav.it
Italy

Malta Air Traffic Services Ltd. (MATS)
Naomi Galea
+356 2235 5340
naomi.galea@maltats.com
Malta
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